The Architectural Engineering Department cordially invites you to the Immersive Construction (ICon) lab Open House on Friday, **March 22nd 2019 from Noon - 1pm** in **306 Engineering Unit C**.

The ICon Lab is a premier teaching and research virtual reality laboratory with a three-screen immersive projection display system that allows for full-scale visualization of 3D and 4D building models in stereo. The ICon lab plays a critical role in research activities within the AE Department, and it has been used to support outreach activities for prospective STEM students and industry members. The Lab is also used to perform detailed design reviews of new Penn State buildings prior to completion of the design and construction.

We welcome you to come see how interactive and immersive digital media, virtual reality, and tele-collaborative design techniques help visualize various information related to building design and construction. A brief presentation will take place soon after noon followed by informal demonstrations of the lab features and examples of work to date.

**This tour will be limited to 25 people. To register, please email: cad292@psu.edu.**